SELECTBOARD MINUTES
JANUARY 3,2017
Meeting opened at 6:00pm
Present: David DiNicola, Chair; Denis Basak; Judith Hoag
Duane Pease, Town Administrator

Warr4ants reviewed and sigred; Pagoll: $23,167.98; Expenses: $14,618.98

Minutes approved on motion by Dave, Denis 2ndl vote 3-0.

Mail reviewed; nothing of importance
Highway Superintendent, Skip Savery, spoke with the board regarding health insurance coverage
for newest employee, Chris who was hired in July. Current standard is a 90 day waiting period,
this was put in place a number ofyears ago by a prior Selectboard. Currently Chris's insurance
was delayed until Skip spoke with the HCOG representative and was able to get his insurance
effective 1211116.There was board discussion and with the ramifications of the Federal Health
Act it was agreed that the best way to cover new employees and avoid them having to pay any
penalties was to have the insurance be effective on the first day of employrnent. Dave motioned
to have the health insurance effective on the first day of employment, Judy 2"d; vote 3-0.
Judy also asked Skip if he could put a sign up at the end ofRoot Road stating Arthur Pease Road
is closed. There have been a number ofvehicles going that way and then having to tum around
or back out. Skip said he would do that. Judy also noted that Kathy O'Brien had the Transfer
Station open on both Christmas and New Year's Day. Judy felt Kathy should be paid time and
one halffor these hours, board agreed and Kathy's pay will be adjusted.

Next item discussed was the wireless internet. Dave said he had to pick up the pieces after the
previous members of the Selectboard resigned and it was difficult task to do. He said
communication was critical on this and it was not always carried out and he blamed himself for
this. This project should have had a Construction Supervisor, when bids came in the S/B would
vet, obtain a Certificate of lnsurance, create a work schedule and then verify the work had been
done to specifications. Dave stated there was a breakdown in communication during this process.
MLP manager, Steve Harris said he never professed to be a construction supervisor, he wanted to
follow proper procedures. Dave questioned why a guyed tower was not considered from the
beginning of the project, Steve advised that was the first choice for this but since the By-Laws
prohibited guyed towers; the bid went out for a monopole. It was after the bids were received and
came in much higher than budgeted did he then look to a guyed tower. The Building
Commissioner gave him a n opinion that the Town had a By- Right exception to the By-Law and
could construct a guyed tower. At that point, Steve searched out a tower company and contacted
XX Tower who came to the sight and provided a written estimate. The estimate was broken
down to cost of tower for the Town to buy and cost oferecting the tower by XX Tower; both of
these estimates came in under $10,000. Because each was under l0k Steve felt this did not have
to go out to bid but could be accepted under the best business practice of procurement. The total

amount of the cost, erecting and stamped engineering plans was $20,715. Dave questioned the
$4,950 request submitted to pay XX Tower for installation ofanchors; Steve said this was
requested prior to the l2l20ll6 Selectboard meeting when he was told to cease all work on the
tower. There was continued discussion involving billings by the engineer, legal fees charged by
Town Counsel for drafting the bid documents and the money left in the Pilot Project budget.
Dave as concemed with the By-Law and the Town's right to erect the guyed tower, although the
Town should prevail in the end, it could involve costly attomey fees to proceed. He felt the best
way to go was to have the byJaw amended by the townspeople. Dave feels the decision to go
fbrward should be a decision of the town and notjust the Selectboard as it will involve monies
above what MBI has provided. He also feels the readiness program should be completed before
the pilot goes any further. Steve said that after submitting the budget to MBI and reviewing it
with them, they did not question any portion of the budget. Also, at one of the meetings, Bill
Ennin of MBI sated the money is the Town's and spend it the way you see fit.

At

7:

l5pm the Town Administrator received

emergency.

a phone

call and had to leave for a personal
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Administrator Duane Pease had to leave meeting.

-

Dave D. Advised that the Amendment to the pilot grant Task Order signed on
11121116 requires written approval of the MBI Project lvlanager in order to expend funds
for the pilot project going forward.

-

Dave D. Was absent from the SB meeting of 5131116. The two members of the SB
present at that meeting voted to appoint Steve Harris as MLP Manager and Fred
Goldstein as Engineer for the MLP. The minutes show no discussion of compensation
or job descriptions and responsibilities at the time the appointments were voted and the
same was subsequently confirmed by former Selectboard member, Bob Costa. Nor
have these issues been discussed and voted in subsequent SB meetings.

"hiel

-

Dave D. The budget for the Pilot Project shows a category of expense titled
Administration". Under that heading there are two sub-categories:
"Design/Engineering" in the amount of $12,000 and "Administration" in the amount of
$25,000. There is nothing in any of the documentation which establishes that the MLP
Manager is also the Project or Construction Manager. There is also nothing in any of
the documentation to establish what, if any, compensation is associated with the
position of MLP Manager.

- Steve Harris advised

that, "Alan discussed my pay with me".

-

Dave D. lt is open to question whether or not the town can hire someone without
going through the town meeting process.

- Steve Harris advised

that he had confirmed with Fred Goldstein that Fred would
complete the engineering for the Pilot Project within the budgeted amount but he has
not received that commitment in writing. Dave reminded he had requested written
confirmation quite awhile ago as it is not what Fred stated in a letter last fall.

-

Dave D. presented a July email from Alan which said that the SB needed to talk about
compensation for anyone.

-

Dave D. reminded the Board that compensation must be "set" by vote and
documented in meeting minutes in order for the Treasurer to pay someone.

-

Dave D. The Board thought the Communication Committee and the MLP Manager
had responsibility for bringing the pilot project in on budget and in a legal manner in
terms of bidding, contracts, scope of work, visual impact, etc. Dave detailed an
example of a project which he had done the advance work on in Dalton. Using his
knowledge of construction, contracting, and the telephone he was able to provide the
Selectboard with a thoroughly researched and spec'd project, accurate budget
estimates, and a list of several qualified potential providers. Consequently, the SB
could take the material, go out for bid, issue contracts and get the work undeniruay in an
expeditious and efficient manner without having to research every aspect of the project
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themselves. Getting this $300,000 project to the point of readiness for action by the
Selectboard had cost the town of Dalton nothing, whereas, we have spent $30,000 out
of our $130,000 grant, plus additional pre-pilot funds, and we still have a bunch of
unanswered questions.

- Steve Harris, was trusting MBI's judgement as they approved

the project.

- Judy H. Questioned

Steve about new technology necessary for 2513 mbps in TVWS,
whether or not it is currently available and has attained FCC licensing. Steve advised
devices are now available from Carlson.

-

Judy H. Questioned whether testing had already been done in our type of
environment. Steve H. and Joe Kearns advised they have visited Warwick a few times.
Waruuick is using Carlson equipment but not 2513 mbps.

- Steve Harris, everyone in town would be getting the same service whether by Smhz,
2.4 mhz, or TVWS.
-

Judy H. asked Steve about his responsibility for dealing with zoning issues related to
the pilot. Steve responded that yes, it was his responsibility and that both the Building
Commissioner and Town Counsel had said "ok".

-

Judy H. There are still issues related to zoning which need to be addressed as
regulations still apply to municipal "By right" use. Do we change the by-law, request a
variance from the ZBA?

-

Judy H. Asked how the MLP came into existence. Steve advised that it was created
by town vote back when Wired West began working on bringing broadband to the
underserved communities.

-

Judy H. Asked whether we have a description of the MLP, Denis B. responded that
[/LP's are defined by MGL.

-

Dave D. The minutes for the SB meeting on May 31 ,2016 say that Steve Harris
advised the SB that the pilot project grant was likely to be awarded but that we needed
to have an MLP Manager and Engineer in place.

- Steve Harris, responded that he never tied the need for an MLP Mgr and Engineer to
the award of grant funding.

-

Dave D. Was a site plan submitted to the D.E.P. (related to their letter oI June 27)?
Joe Kearns advised that letter related to removal of the shed storage building and didn't
have anything to do with the tower.

"No". Steve Harris
gave
guyed
a layout for a
tower to the Building Commissioner.
advised that he

- Judy H. ls there a site plan for the tower? Denis B. responded,
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-

Dave D. and Judy H. We can't go forward until the zoning issue is settled. Dave has
asked Duane to schedule a meeting with the ZBA.

-

Denis B. Focused on the Task Order from MBl, ie: the grant funding for the tower.
Therefore they must be satisfied that all necessary preliminary work was done.

-

Denis B. Believes Task Order says that Middlefield will pay MLP Project Management
under the pilot grant.

-

Denis B. Would not have approved signing the Task Order Extension with the clause
giving IMBI control over expenditures.

Open Forum

-

Maureen Sullivan asked whether Fred Goldstein had drafted a replacement by-law (as
mentioned earlier by Steve) under billable hours? Steve had left the meeting at the start
of Open Forum, no one present knew the answer to her query.

- Judy H. Would like to meet with Bill Ennin again. Dave advised that Cornell
vacation unlil

-

Dave D. We need primary and alternate contacts
Dave D.

-

-

for MBl, current point of contact

is

Dave D. We also need Readiness Paperwork.

- Joe Kearns, reminded

-

is on

117117.

Board about Hilltown Collaborative meeting on Friday

Next SB meeting set for Jan 9,2017

Dave D. moved to adjourn, Judy H. 2nd. Voted all in favor, meeting adjourned at 8:43
PM.

